Entrance Information:
3610 Hamilton Walk . Philadelphia . PA . 19104

1. The north entrance from Hamilton Walk has a level entry. There are three doors leading to the main part of Johnson Pavilion and one door leading to the Biomedical Library which is housed on the lower four floors of Johnson Pavilion. The Hamilton Walk entrance is the only public entrance to the Biomedical Library.
2. There is a sloped entrance from Guardian Dr. and North Service Dr. on the south side of the building. There are curb cuts directly outside the entrance.

Elevator Information:
• There is a bank of two elevators on the west side of the building.
• The Biomedical Library has one elevator in the middle of the library. The Biomedical elevator accesses all levels of the library.

Accessible Restrooms:
• Second floor - women's
• Biomedical library, ground floor - men's and women's

Building Information:
• Most areas are private/graduate laboratories.
• Johnson Pavilion is directly connected to Stemmler Hall and John Morgan Building and through those buildings to the rest of the Medical Complex.